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《 高 中 英 语 》 ( 上 外 版 )
选择性必修第一册第四单元

课时 授课内容

1 Getting Started/ Reading A

1 Reading A/ Vocabulary Focus 

1 Grammar in Use 

1 Listening, Viewing and Speaking

1 Reading B

1 Writing

1 Critical Thinking 

1 Further Exploration
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学习目标 Learning Objectives：

At the end of the lesson, you will be able to ...

2. 梳理出语篇中对未来生活各个方面的构想；
sort out all the aspects of future life in the text;

1. 概括出科幻小说的文体特征;

figure out the organization and the general features of science fiction；

3. 推断作者对未来生活的态度并分享自己的观点。
infer the author’s attitude towards future and share your 

own opinion.   
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Make predictions

robots future life in 2050
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What type of writing is 

the text?

A．Science fiction story

B．Exposition

C．Argumentation

D.   Description
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future life

future 

food

future jobs
future 

environment

future 

buildings

future 

housework

Summarize the 5 aspects
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Predictions about the future

Aspects of future life Predictions

Future housework

Future food

Future jobs

Future buildings

Future environment SCRELE



advertise v. to tell the public about a product or 

service in order to encourage people to buy or 

use it.

advertisement n. 

reliable  adj. that can be trusted to do sth. well       

that you can rely on.

a reliable friend/ supporter

predictions

Future housework Robots will do most of the housework.
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predictions

Future food Food is grown in laboratories, and every house 

receives just enough food —— no more, no less.

population overpopulation

overproduction

overwork

over
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predictions

Future jobs Robots will do almost everything. They will work in labs and 

factories, fix teeth and perform surgeries. 
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predictions

Future buildings

Future environment

Future buildings will be grey identical skyscrapers interconnected by tunnels.

identical adj. similar in every 

detail
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predictions

Future buildings

Future environment Many species of animals, like the polar bear and the elephant, will be extinct. 

People will have to breathe recycled air.

Future buildings will be grey identical skyscrapers interconnected by tunnels.

Recycle v. to treat things that 

have already been used so 

that they can be used again.
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Is the author optimistic or pessimistic about the future ? How did 

you know that? What’s your opinion?

Discussion
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Assignment

Complete “READING AND VIEWING” on P57-59 in your 
workbook.
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T h a n k  y o u ！
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